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Abstract

This document presents the technical layout and the performance of the CLAS12 Forward Tagger (FT). The FT,
composed of an electromagnetic calorimeter based on PbWO4 crystals (FT-Cal), a scintillation hodoscope (FT-Hodo),
and several layers of Micromegas trackers (FT-Trk), has been designed to detect electrons and photons scattered at
polar angles from 2� to 5� and to meet the physics goals of the hadron spectroscopy program and other experiments
running with the CLAS12 spectrometer in Hall B.

Keywords: Hadron spectroscopy, Low-Q2 electron scattering, Electromagnetic calorimeter, PbWO4, APD,
hodoscope, plastic scintillator, WLS fibers, SiPM, gas tracking detector, MicroMegas

1. Introduction1

An experimental program focused on the search for2

exotics and the study of rare mesons requires measure-3

ments of a broad range of final states in order to con-4

solidate the possible evidence for their production by5

looking at di↵erent decay modes and exploring poorly6

⇤Corresponding author
Email address: marco.battaglieri@ge.infn.it

(M.Battaglieri)

studied reaction channels [1]. The characteristics of the7

detector and the trigger conditions foreseen for the ex-8

periment - 11 GeV electron beam scattering on a 5-cm-9

long LH2 target with multiple particles in the final state10

- will allow measurements of many final states simul-11

taneously. While the hadrons will be detected in the12

CLAS12 spectrometer [2], the electron scattered at very13

small angles (2.5� to 4.5� in polar angle) and low four-14

momentum transfer, Q2, will be detected in the Forward15

Tagger (FT), i.e. in the kinematics of quasi-real pho-16

toproduction. The FT specifications were thus defined17
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to have optimal electron detection in this angular range,18

compatible with the high rate of electromagnetic back-19

ground. To reconstruct the quasi-real photon variables,20

it is necessary to measure the scattered electron three21

momentum. The relevant quantities are:22

• the energy Ee0 : since the photon energy is given by23

E� = ⌫ = Ebeam � Ee0 and its linear polarization by24

P� = ✏ ⇠
⇣
1 + ⌫2

2EbeamEe0

⌘�1
,25

• the azimuthal angle �e0 to determine the polariza-26

tion plane,27

• the polar angle ✓e0 : since Q2 =28

4EbeamEe0 sin2 ✓e0/2.29

The FT is composed of an electromagnetic calorime-30

ter (FT-Cal) to identify the electron in the energy range31

0.5-4.5 GeV by measuring its electromagnetic shower32

energy and to provide a fast trigger signal, a Mi-33

cromegas tracker (FT-Trk) to measure the scattering an-34

gles (✓e0 and �e0 ), and a scintillation counter (FT-Hodo)35

to provide e/� separation. The FT-Cal and FT-Hodo36

also provide fast signals to trigger the data acquisi-37

tion [3] in coincidence with signals from CLAS12. Fig-38

ure 1 shows a CAD rendering of the FT.39

The calorimeter, the hodoscope, and the tracker are40

placed between the High Threshold Cherenkov Counter41

(HTCC) [4] and the torus magnet support [5], at about42

185 cm downstream of the nominal target position. The43

close proximity to the beamline (2.5� corresponds to44

⇠8 cm radial distance from the beamline) and the lim-45

ited space available (at most ⇠40 cm along the beam46

axis), requires a compact calorimeter of small radiation47

length and with very good radiation hardness. Figure 248

shows a CAD drawing of the FT integrated in CLAS12.49

The FT-Hodo, placed in front of the calorimeter, is made50

of plastic scintillator tiles read-out by silicon photomul-51

tipliers via wavelength shifting fibers. The FT-Trk de-52

tector is located in front of the FT-Hodo to extend the53

acceptance of the FT down to 2.5�. All of these compo-54

nents were designed to fit within a 5.5� cone around the55

beam axis to have minimal impact on the operation and56

acceptance of the CLAS12 equipment in the forward di-57

rection.58

2. Detector Layout59

2.1. The Calorimeter (FT-Cal)60

The FT-Cal has to fulfill demanding requirements in61

terms of: radiation hardness, light yield, shower con-62

tainment (small radiation length and Moliere radius),63

scintillation decay time, and good energy and time res-64

olution.65

The electron energy resolution is a crucial factor to66

determine precisely the photon energy and to ensure67

the exclusivity of the measured reaction via the miss-68

ing mass technique. However, since we are interested in69

low-energy electrons and high-energy photons, the en-70

ergy resolution on the latter is significantly better than71

the resolution of the electron1. The FT-Cal should have72

a fast scintillation decay time (⌧ ⇠ 10 ns) to sustain73

high rates with small pile-up e↵ects and to provide the74

scattered electron interaction time with good accuracy75

(<1 ns) in order to reject background and to identify the76

relevant signals via coincidence with CLAS12.77

Due to the expected high rate from electromagnetic78

background (⇠120 MHz at the nominal luminosity of79

1035 cm�2s�1), the calorimeter should be highly seg-80

mented in the transverse direction. The size of each81

detection element should be comparable with the char-82

acteristic transverse size of the electromagnetic shower83

(Moliere radius) to contain the shower produced by in-84

cident electrons to a few readout cells, thus minimiz-85

ing rates and pile-up. Finally, the photodetectors for the86

light read out should work in a sizable magnetic field87

and fit within the available space. Thus, standard pho-88

tomultipliers (PMTs) cannot be used, while photodetec-89

tors based on semiconductors, e.g. avalanche photodi-90

odes (APDs), have been shown to meet the required cri-91

teria.92

To match the necessary requirements, lead tungstate93

(PbWO4) was chosen as the scintillating material and94

Large-Area APDs (LAAPDs) as the readout sensors.95

A similar combination was used in the CMS-ECal [7],96

CLAS-IC [8], and PANDA-EMC [9] calorimeters. Lead97

tungstate has a fast scintillation decay time (6.5 ns), a98

small radiation length (0.9 cm), and small Moliere ra-99

dius (2.1 cm). The drawback of limited light emission100

(about 0.3% of NaI(Tl)) has been mitigated by using101

cooled PbWO4 Type-II crystals (same as used in the102

PANDA-EMC with better performance with respect to103

the PbWO4 Type I used in the CMS-ECal), matched to104

large-area photosensors to obtain a factor of four more105

light per MeV of deposited energy than the original106

CMS-ECal crystals.107

With this design, based on GEANT simulations, an108

energy resolution on the order of (2%/
p

E(GeV)� 1%)109

is expected. Other crystals, such as LSO/LYSO or the110

1For example, an electron energy resolution of 2% (at 1 GeV)
would result in an energy resolution of ⇠0.2% for the corresponding
10 GeV photon, allowing the use of the missing mass technique for
most of the reactions of interest.
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Figure 1: CAD drawing of the Forward Tagger. The FT calorimeter shown in cyan is located at about 185 cm from the beam-target interaction
point and is enclosed in a copper and Rohacell case to provide thermal insulation. The scintillation counter (green) and the tracker (yellow) are
located in front of the calorimeter. A tungsten cone (gray) shields the FT from Møller electrons and other electromagnetic background (low-energy
photons) created by the beam. The left side of this figure represents the upstream end of the detector.

Figure 2: CAD drawing showing the integration of the FT in CLAS12.
The FT is located in the free space between the High Threshold
Cherenkov Counter (HTCC) [4] and the first Drift Chamber (DC) re-
gion [6].

very recent LaBr, share almost all of the good specifica-111

tions of PbWO4 with a light yield more than 100 times112

larger. However, the higher costs and the limited expe-113

rience in the manufacturing procedures excluded them114

from consideration as an alternative.115

Figure 3: CAD drawing of the FT-Cal showing a cross section of
the detector. The crystals, in cyan, are enclosed in the copper ther-
mal shield, in orange, surrounded by insulation, in light gray. On the
downstream end of the crystals (right side of the figure), the pream-
plifiers motherboard is shown in green. The weight of the crystals is
supported by the tungsten pipe, in dark gray, which is an integral part
of the beamline.
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2.1.1. Geometry and Coverage116

The FT-Cal is made from 332 15 ⇥ 15 ⇥ 200 mm3
117

parallelepiped PbWO4 Type-II crystals arranged around118

the beamline with full azimuthal angular coverage (0� <119

� < 360�) and small forward angle acceptance (2� <120

✓ < 5�). The crystals are placed with their long side121

parallel to the beamline to form a ring. Figure 3 shows122

a CAD rendering of the calorimeter.123

2.1.2. PbWO4 Crystals124

The FT-Cal PbWO4 Type-II crystals were pro-125

duced by the Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese126

Academy (SICCAS) [10]. Since the light yield (LY) in-127

creases when lowering the temperature T according to128

dLY/dT ⇠ 3%/�C, the calorimeter is stabilized in tem-129

perature and operated at T ⇠ 0�C 2. Lower tempera-130

tures were not considered due to significant complica-131

tions in the mechanical/thermal design, the reduced re-132

sistance to radiation, and the decay time degradation of133

the cooled PbWO4. The length of the crystals (20 cm -134

corresponding to ⇠22 radiation lengths) was chosen to135

minimize the longitudinal loss and to match the avail-136

able clearance.137

The 15 mm⇥15 mm size of the crystal front face138

provides a pixelization in the transverse plane of the139

PbWO4 crystals consistent with the Moliere radius.140

All crystals were characterized using the ACCOS (Au-141

tomatic Crystal quality Control System) facility at142

CERN [11]. The geometrical dimensions, as well as143

the optical properties such as the longitudinal and trans-144

verse transmission and the relative light yield, were de-145

termined for each of the crystals. Samples that were146

outside of the required specifications were rejected and147

replaced by the manufacturer.148

The absolute LY (number of detected photoelectrons149

per MeV deposited) was found to be Npe = 220 ± 20150

photoelectrons/MeV at T = 0�C ± 0.5�C. For this mea-151

surement the crystal was wrapped on 5 of its faces with152

3M Vikuiti reflective film and read out by a Hamamatsu153

S8664-1010 LAAPD operated at a gain G=150 con-154

nected with optical grease on the exposed face.155

The scintillation decay time is also sensitive to the156

temperature. The time constant was measured using157

the Start-Stop or Delayed-Coincidence method at dif-158

ferent temperatures. As expected, an increase in the de-159

cay constant was observed by decreasing the tempera-160

ture. At T = 0�C ± 0.5�C, we found ⌧ = 13.5 ± 0.6 ns161

(⌧2 = 11.6±0.5 ns and ⌧1 = 13.0±0.2 ns) when a single162

(double) exponential form was used to fit the data.163

2At T = 0�C the LY increases by a factor of two with respect to
T = 25�C.

Figure 4: Histogram of the radiation-induced absorption coe�cient,
dk, for all SICCAS FT-Cal PbWO4 crystals.

The radiation hardness of the crystals was measured164

by irradiating them with a dose of 30 Gy of low-energy165

photons using a 60Co source at the Strahlenzentrum of166

Giessen University [12]. The longitudinal transmission167

was measured before and after the irradiation, calculat-168

ing the variation as a function of the wavelength. The169

radiation hardness of the crystals was quantified by the170

radiation-induced absorption coe�cient defined as:171

dk =
1
L

Tbe f

Tirr,
(1)172

where Tbe f is the light transmission at 420 nm, the173

peak of the PbWO4 emission spectrum, measured be-174

fore irradiation, and Tirr is the light transmission at the175

same wavelength after irradiation for crystals of a given176

length L3. Crystals exhibiting greater levels of radiation177

damage to light transmission have higher values of dk.178

All 332 crystals assembled in the FT-Cal were individ-179

ually characterized: on average we found Tbe f (420 nm)180

= 61.5 ± 0.2 (� = 3.2) and Tirr(420 nm) = 50.8 ± 0.5181

(� = 4.9). The resulting dk distribution is shown in182

Fig. 4. These measurements were used to optimize the183

position of each crystal in the calorimeter, placing the184

crystals with the highest radiation resistance, and there-185

fore lowest dk, in the areas where the highest radiation186

dose is expected.187

2.1.3. Light Readout and Electronics188

The FT-Cal uses 10 ⇥ 10 mm2 (model Hamamatsu189

S8664-1010) LAAPDs to read out the PbWO4 scintilla-190

tion light. APDs are only a few mm thick, have a large191

quantum e�ciency at the PbWO4 light peak emission192

3Crystal self-annealing was negligible since the two measurements
were performed immediately before and after the short irradiation.
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Figure 5: Intrinsic gain of one representative APD as a function of the
temperature and bias voltage.

(420 nm), and are insensitive to magnetic fields. The193

main disadvantage is that, due to their low intrinsic gain194

(⇠50-200), the output signal is too small to be directly195

acquired, and needs to be amplified by a suitable cir-196

cuit. APDs also need to be operated at a controlled197

temperature to avoid variations in gain and noise, but198

this does not represent a major complication since the199

crystals also are required to be stabilized in temperature.200

Each sensor used in the FT-Cal has been characterized201

by measuring its gain as a function of the applied bias202

voltage at a given temperature using an automated cus-203

tom facility (see Ref. [13] for more details). The typical204

gain behavior G(VBias,T ) is shown in Fig. 5. The work-205

ing point (bias voltage) was chosen in order to have the206

chosen gain (G = 150) in a reasonably stable region for207

small variations in the biasing. Silicon photomultiplier208

(SiPM) readout was not considered due to their limited209

dynamic range, which is not suitable for spectroscopic210

applications, and the limited experience (in term of re-211

liability, radiation hardness, stability in time, etc.) with212

their use in large experiments at this time.213

The APD current signal is converted to a voltage214

pulse that is transmitted to the subsequent electronics215

chain via a transimpedance amplifier (i.e. an ampli-216

fier that converts an input current pulse into an output217

voltage pulse, without performing any time integration).218

This amplifier has been developed in collaboration with219

the Service Electronique pour la Physique (SEP) of the220

Institut de Physique Nucléaire (IPN) in Orsay. The am-221

plifier ENC 4 was measured at the operating temperature222

4The ENC, equivalent noise charge, is defined as the charge trans-
ported by an input signal giving, at the output of the amplifier, a signal
whose amplitude is equal to the RMS of the output noise.

of T=0�C, with ENC⇠10400 e� (RMS) for a nominal223

gain of G = 600. This corresponds to about 3 MeV224

(RMS) on the measured energy. The amplified signal is225

read out using the custom JLab flash ADC VME board226

(a 16-channel, 12-bit, 250-MHz digitizer; referred to as227

the FADC250). The measurement of the full waveform228

allows for the derivation of both the charge and time of229

the hit with the required accuracy.230

2.1.4. Light Monitoring System231

Lead tungstate scintillating crystals are known as an232

appropriate material for use in total absorption shower233

detectors. Unfortunately, although relatively radiation234

tolerant, their light output is reduced when exposed to235

electromagnetic radiation and recovers when the radia-236

tion source is removed. Further complications arise be-237

cause at the same irradiation intensity, changes in light238

output may vary from one crystal to another. In order239

to maintain the intrinsic energy resolution, the crystals240

have to be continuously monitored and, if necessary, re-241

calibrated by changing the supply voltage. The mon-242

itoring system should be able to test the response over243

time of the whole chain: crystal, APD, readout electron-244

ics. Among the di↵erent possible options (radioactive245

source, laser, and LED) we used an LED-based Light246

Monitoring System (LMS). In spite of the need for ther-247

mal control, LEDs o↵er the considerable advantage that248

the matching with crystals is simpler than for lasers,249

since each crystal can have an LED in front of it and250

the arrangement of power lines and electrical connec-251

tions is less critical than for optical fibers. The main252

disadvantage is related to the complexity of the elec-253

tronic circuitry. To cover a large light intensity range254

while maintaining good timing performance, each LED255

needs a separate driver, which leads for a calorimeter of256

significant size, to a large number of electronic circuits.257

With LEDs it is possible to obtain a shape and a du-258

ration of the monitoring-light flash that is similar to the259

features of the crystal scintillation light. In fact, the260

emission spectrum of the monitoring light can be cho-261

sen to be similar to the radio-luminescence spectrum of262

PbWO4, the e↵ective optical path length for monitor-263

ing light in the crystal can be matched to the average264

path length of the scintillation light produced by an elec-265

tromagnetic shower, and the pulse length can be tuned266

to reproduce the PbWO4 scintillation decay time. We267

chose a blue light LED with wavelength close to the268

430 nm emission peak of the PbWO4 crystal, where ra-269

diation damage may have the maximum e↵ect.270

Each crystal is equipped with a separate LED, located271

on its upstream face, at the opposite end with respect to272

the light sensors and electronics. The intensity can be273
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varied in the range from 500 to 100,000 photons, pulsed274

at a variable rate from 62 Hz to 8 kHz, with a pulse275

rise time of ⇠1 ns and a time jitter of less than 200 ps.276

The system has been designed to work in the tempera-277

ture range from -25�C to +30 �C. The LEDs placed in278

the closed environment of the crystal are kept at con-279

stant temperature with an accuracy of �T = 0.1�C. The280

LED monitoring system is split in two boards: one con-281

taining the control logic and the LED driver circuits,282

and the other, mounted in front of the FT-Cal crystals,283

hosting the LEDs. The two boards are connected via a284

board-to-board connector that allows the required flex-285

ibility to match the FT-Cal geometry and positioning.286

The LED drivers are controlled by an on-board PIC32287

micro-controller accessible remotely via Ethernet. Each288

LED is individually set by a programmable length and289

intensity pulse. The system is triggered by an internal290

clock or by an external signal. In both cases the trigger291

signal is available for a precise time reference.292

Figure 6: Number of photoelectrons as a function of the LED driver
current. The corresponding energy per crystal ranges from 10 MeV to
10 GeV.

The performance of the LED driver has been mea-293

sured by coupling a single monitoring channel to a294

PMT. The performance of the system is reported in295

Figs. 6 and 7, where the measured number of photoelec-296

trons as a function of the LED current and the measured297

time resolution as a function of the number of photo-298

electrons are shown5. Rescaling the results to take into299

account the APD readout and the crystal LY/MeV, the300

equivalent energy ranges from 10 MeV (500 photoelec-301

trons - phe) to 10 GeV (500k phe) perfectly match to302

the expected energy collected by each crystal. A time303

resolution of 100 ps is reached at high light intensity.304

5The time resolution is defined as the width (�) of the time di↵er-
ence distribution between the trigger signal and the PMT output.

Figure 7: Time resolution (measured as the time di↵erence of the trig-
ger signal and the PMT pulse) as a function of the LED light intensity.

The long-term stability of the system has been measured305

over a 100-hr run at T = +18�C. The stability of each306

individual channel was found to be in the range of 2%;307

when the ratio of any two channels is considered, the308

stability is at a level of a few parts per thousand.309

2.1.5. Slow Controls and Interlocks310

The FT-Cal slow controls are part of the CLAS12311

EPICS system [3]. The APDs need to be reverse-biased312

with a positive high-voltage power source. The APD in-313

trinsic gain depends on the bias voltage with 1
G
�G
�V ⇠ 4%314

and, therefore, the power supply needs to be stable315

in time, with low output noise. We chose the CAEN316

A1520P board designed for the CMS electromagnetic317

calorimeter. The power supply fulfills all of our require-318

ments in terms of dynamic range, linearity, and noise.319

Each board is equipped with 12 independent channels320

that each control a group of 10 APDs with relative gain321

variations not greater than 3%.322

The amplifiers used in the FT-Cal need to be operated323

with +5 V and -5 V. The power consumption from each324

of the two voltage sources is approximately 70 mW, al-325

most independent of the event rate, giving a power con-326

sumption of ⇠140 mW per board, for a total of 56 W for327

a 400-channel calorimeter. The full FT-Cal is powered328

by a Wiener MPOD MPV8008L power supply. Sens-329

ing feedback is implemented to compensate the voltage330

drop across the connecting cables.331

Temperature regulation is provided by a Lauda332

XT150 chiller unit. This is a self-regulating unit and333

does not require external feedback, however, the set-334

tings and monitored parameters are sent to EPICS for335

recording via a streamDevice module. The FT-Cal tem-336

perature is monitored by a set of PT100 thermoresistors337

located at di↵erent positions within the crystal assembly338
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and read by a cRio module, which is part of the interlock339

system. The flow of nitrogen gas, which is purged in the340

preamplifier area to prevent moisture build-up at low341

temperature, is measured with a flowmeter and moni-342

tored by the same cRio system. The latter is also used to343

read the output of two humidity sensors located in the344

preamplifier area.345

The cRio system is the main component of the inter-346

lock system that was designed to provide a fast shut-347

down mechanism for all critical components in case ab-348

normal conditions are detected. The parameters that349

are monitored are the FT-Cal temperatures, the nitrogen350

flow, and the humidity. If any of the measured values351

is found to be outside user-defined ranges, the system352

disables the FT-Cal high voltage (HV) and low voltage353

(LV) crates and stops the chiller to prevent any damage354

to the detector or surrounding elements.355

2.1.6. Mechanical Design356

The mechanical design of the calorimeter is driven by357

three considerations: minimization of the empty spaces358

between the crystals, cooling to 0�C, and optimal cover-359

age of the required acceptance without interference with360

the rest of CLAS12.361

Figure 8: Single crystal assembly: from the left (front) to the right
(back), the PEEK support that holds the nose with the LED housing,
the crystal wrapped in 3M Vikuiti reflective film, the LAAPD in the
PEEK housing, and the preamplifier.

The building blocks of the calorimeter are the indi-362

vidual lead-tungstate crystals. Each crystal is 15 ⇥ 15 ⇥363

200 mm3, for a weight of 370 g. Each crystal is opti-364

cally coupled to an LAAPD on its back face and to an365

LMS LED on its front face for calibration. To achieve366

the maximum light collection e�ciency, the APD cov-367

ers almost the entire area of the downstream end of the368

crystal, so the LED for monitoring has to be mounted369

on the upstream end. This reflects onto the mechan-370

ical design of the single-crystal assembly as a mono-371

lithic, self-supporting element made of the crystal it-372

self, the APD, the reflective wrapping, and the crystal373

support structure. To avoid dead volume in the detec-374

tor, the mechanical support for each crystal is provided375

only by the wrapping. We chose 3M Vikuiti reflective376

film. This material is non-conductive, has a reflectiv-377

ity higher than aluminized Mylar and, if properly heat-378

formed, can keep together the di↵erent parts of the as-379

sembly. The reflective film is glued on the sides of a380

pair of front/back PEEK custom-machined blocks that381

hold the LAAPD and the LED, respectively. Figure 8382

shows a CAD rendering of the single crystal assembly383

from the front PEEK support to the preamplifier.384

Figure 9: The copper thermal/grounding shield for the FT-Cal. The
top figure shows the ensemble of the copper shield with the cooling
pipes shown in red and blue. These are located on the back plate, on
the outer cylinder, and on the inner shield. The bottom figure shows
the cooling pipe circuit inside the inner shield.

The crystal assemblies are installed in a matrix to pro-385

vide complete shower containment for electrons in the386

FT-Cal angular acceptance. Two copper plates, placed387

in front of and on the back of the crystals, define the po-388
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sitioning for the crystal assemblies. On the APD side,389

the preamplifiers, one for each crystal, are connected to390

the readout motherboard, which is designed to provide391

power distribution and signal collection for each chan-392

nel. The mechanical structure allows for the replace-393

ment of individual preamplifiers if needed. The front394

and back copper plates are connected by a copper cylin-395

der on the outside and by an inner copper shield to form396

a closed vessel that surrounds the crystal matrix to pro-397

vide proper grounding and the required thermal stability398

and uniformity. Cooling is provided by 5-mm diameter399

copper pipes installed on the outside of the vessel as400

shown in Fig. 9.401

The FT calorimeter was designed to operate between402

0�C and room temperature. The FT-Cal cooling is403

achieved via circulation of coolant in the circuit attached404

to the rear copper plate and on the inner and outer cop-405

per vessels. The cooling system was designed to com-406

pensate the heat load in the region surrounding the FT,407

taking into account 20 mm of insulating foam (polyiso-408

cianurate thermal conductivity 0.024 W/mK) and from409

the amplifiers, which dissipate ⇠50 W. The insulation410

is less e↵ective between the calorimeter and the inner411

tungsten pipe that holds the entire FT (see Section 3)412

because of the limited space for the insulation and the413

presence of the support structures that bring the overall414

thermal conductance in that region to 0.056 W/mK.415

During the design phase, Finite Element Analysis416

calculations were performed to optimize the cooling cir-417

cuit and the insulation parameters in order to reach the418

design temperature and uniformity. These studies in-419

dicated that the coldest part of the external calorime-420

ter enclosure is the tungsten cone, which is expected421

to stabilize at a temperature just above the dew point.422

Measurements performed after the calorimeter assem-423

bly confirmed these results.424

2.2. The Hodoscope (FT-Hodo)425

The primary aim of the FT-Hodo is to discriminate426

between photons and electrons that produce an electro-427

magnetic shower in the calorimeter. Specifically, elec-428

trons are identified by hits in the hodoscope array that429

are correlated in both position and time with a cluster430

observed in the calorimeter. The FT-Hodo is comprised431

by an array of 232 plastic scintillator (Eljen-204) tiles432

segmented in two layers to suppress contributions from433

the splash-back of the electromagnetic shower created434

by events depositing energy in the FT-Cal. The scin-435

tillators provide fast timing and su�cient resistance to436

radiation damage for use in the high-rate and high-dose437

environment of the FT. The geometry and readout of438

the hodoscope are constrained by the surrounding appa-439

ratus. Specifically, the device is positioned upstream440

of the FT-Cal, fitting into a circular disk of diameter441

330 mm and 42 mm depth. The readout is achieved442

using 3 ⇥ 3 mm2 Hamamatsu S13360-3075PE SiPMs443

(50% photon detection e�ciency for 450 nm photons)444

coupled to 5-m-long clear optical fibers (Kuraray clear-445

PSM with attenuation length > 10 m), which are fusion446

spliced to ⇠30-cm-long wavelength shifting (WLS) Ku-447

raray Y11 fibers (attenuation length of > 3.5 m), em-448

bedded in the scintillator tiles. The splicing induces a449

photon loss of less than 2%, where the use of optical450

fibers allows the captured light to be transported with451

a light loss of less than ⇠40% over the 5-m path to the452

SiPM. This readout design of the FT-Hodo addresses the453

need to minimize material in the detector acceptance, to454

operate in regions of high magnetic fields produced by455

the CLAS12 solenoid and torus magnets, and to tolerate456

the high-background radiation environment.457

Each layer of the FT-Hodo is comprised of 44458

15 mm⇥15 mm (P15) and 72 30 mm⇥30 mm (P30)459

scintillators arranged as shown in Fig. 10. The upstream460

and downstream layers utilize 7-mm and 15-mm-thick461

scintillator tiles, respectively. The upstream (thin) layer462

is employed to reduce photon conversion in the FT-463

Hodo, while the thicker layer provides the signal with464

the most accurate timing information for the event. To465

increase the number of scintillation photons collected466

from each tile, four WLS fibers were embedded in the467

P30 tiles and 2 in the P15 tiles. In addition, the WLS468

fibers were glued with Epotek 301-2 glue inside diago-469

nal holes to maximize the path length in the scintillator470

and to allow for the tiles to be arranged without any dead471

space between the elements.472

Each tile was polished and painted with two layers of473

Bicron BC-620 reflective paint for the sides and 3 layers474

for the scintillator faces and secured in position on the475

surface of a 1-mm-thick plastic support board. There476

is a 9-mm clearance for each layer for routing the opti-477

cal fibers to the readout electronics through a �-shaped478

sheathing on the bottom end of the FT-Hodo. The front479

and back faces are covered by light-proof carbon fiber480

material that is screwed onto supporting structures made481

out of hexagonal plastic spacers (15-mm wide and 22-482

or 15-mm tall depending on the layer). This results in a483

total detector thickness of 42 mm. A 1-mm-thick plas-484

tic strip traces the outer contour of the FT-Hodo and is485

glued onto the spacer supports. Figure 11 shows a CAD486

drawing of the FT-Hodo highlighting one layer of tiles,487

the location of the plastic supports for the light-proofing488

structure, and the plastic strip.489

With the typical maximum radiation doses deter-490
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Part I

General description of the FT-Hodo
The Forward Tagger Hodoscope (FT-Hodo) is one of three subsystems in the CLAS12
Forward Tagger (FT). Its primary function is to separate electron and photon events.
These events cannot be isolated using information from the Forward Tagger Calorimeter
(FT-Cal) alone because both electrons and photons produce similar electromagnetic
showers. Electrons are identified through the presence of a hit in both FT-Hodo layers
which correlate in position and time with a cluster observed in the FT-Cal.

The FT-Hodo provides high e�ciency charged particle detection with a spatial and
timing resolution similar to that of the FT-Cal. To minimise electron misidentification
the detector was designed to be used for the rejection of: events arising from photon
conversion in the FT-Hodo scintillator tiles, and contributions from ‘splashback’ from
the electromagnetic shower created in the FT-Cal. To achieve this a two layered de-
sign was implemented. With comparable timing resolution to FT-Cal (� 1 ns), both
subsystems provide information used in the fast trigger signal. The FT-Hodo is posi-
tioned upstream of the FT-Cal, with the scintillation tiles fitting into a circular disk of
diameter 330 mm and depth of 42 mm.

330 mm

2

Figure 1: The arrangement of plastic scintillator tile components in the Forward Tagger
Hodoscope (FT-Hodo). The blue (red) squares represent 15 x 15 mm (30 x 30 mm)
tiles. Both layers have a similar layout.

The FT-Hodo is comprised of two segmented plastic scintillator (Eljen-204) tile ar-
rays, which are embedded with wavelength shifting (WLS) fibres. Read out is achieved
using 3x3 mm2 silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) via clear optical fibres. The plastic
scintillators provide fast timing and su�cient resistance to radiation damage for use in
the high rate environments of the CLAS12 Forward Tagger. The scintillation light from
the detector tile components is transferred away from the FT-Hodo using short (�30
cm) embedded WLS fibres, which are fusion spliced to longer (�5 m) optical fibres.

3

Figure 10: The arrangement of plastic scintillator tiles in the FT-Hodo.
The blue (red) squares represent the 15 mm⇥15 mm (30 mm⇥30 mm)
tiles for each layer.

respectively. Each P30 pixel covers 4 calorimeter crystals, while every P15 pixel

matches 1 calorimeter element. In each layer, the pixels are grouped in four

symmetry sectors as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 The hodoscope geometry, symmetry sectors and numbering scheme.
P30 and P15 tiles are presented in red and blue, respectively.

The FT-Hodoscope is designed in a circular shape with 33 cm diameter, so it

can fit in a 5° cone around the beam axis. The scintillator tiles are arranged

around the beamline in the hodoscope lightproof enclosure, which is attached to

the support pipe that is 10 cm in diameter. This geometry of the hodoscope

is presented in Figure 3.2, which also shows a part of the hodoscope enclosure

(the wall that surrounds the scintillators, and the carbon fibre sheet between

the layers). Also, Figure 3.2 shows two back-to-back prototypes of fibre routing

elements (which are called delta wings) that are placed at the bottom of the

hodoscope.

Figure 3.2 CAD drawing of the hodoscope which shows the 15 mm thick
hodoscope layer, and a part of the hodoscope enclosure with the
prototypes of delta wings at the bottom.

27

Figure 11: CAD drawing of the FT-Hodo showing one layer of tiles,
the locations of the plastic spacers, and the plastic strip that traces the
outer contour.

mined through Geant4 simulations with realistic beam491

and target parameters, and without the shielding e↵ects492

of the Møller cone (see Section 3), the FT-Hodo will493

experience a light loss of 20% in the WLS fibers af-494

ter 3.5 years, whereas the plastic scintillators will ex-495

perience a light loss of 20% after 300 years [14]. Both496

scintillators and fibers also show natural annealing pro-497

cesses, which can e↵ectively compensate for the radia-498

tion damage [14].499

The analog signal from the SiPM is fed directly to500

a custom-designed preamplifier board designed by the501

INFN-Genova Electronics Group. The boards host 8 in-502

dependent channels, each coupled to a SiPM and are503

mounted in pairs in the slots of a custom crate, me-504

chanically compatible with the VME standard. The 16505

SiPMs connected to each pair of boards are mounted on506

a mezzanine printed circuit board, which distributes the507

bias HV to each SiPM and collects their signals for the508

amplifier inputs. The schematic of one channel of the509

SiPM amplifier board, excluding the HV bias network510

is shown in Fig. 12. The first stage is based on a bipolar511

junction NPN transistor in a common base configura-512

tion, while the second is composed of an OPA694 oper-513

ational amplifier in a non-inverting configuration. The514

two BRF92 transistors have been chosen since they are515

low-noise transistors with a high cut-o↵ frequency and516

good stability. The two stages are coupled together with517

a 100 nF capacitor to remove the DC component of the518

signal from the second transistor. The amplifier is cou-519

pled to the output connector through a 100 nF capacitor520

and a 50 ⌦ resistor to remove any DC component from521

the last stage, and to match the impedance of the output522

cable.523

ie
ic

vc = ie·Rc

G1 = Rc = 3.9k�

G2 = 1+ Rf

R =
6.4

�

G = G1 ·
G2 = 23.7k�

Gc = G
Zin

Zin

Zin = 50� Gc � 470

3 2

Figure 12: Schematic of a single channel of the amplifier board for
the SiPM.

The signal from each SiPM after amplification is con-524

tinuously digitized by the JLab FADC250 boards and,525

if the trigger condition is satisfied, samples are stored526

for further analysis. The data acquisition and slow con-527

trols system for the FT-Hodo are similar to the FT-Cal528

(see Section 2.1.3 for more details). The SiPMs operate529

with a bias voltage of 50-55.5 V, which is provided by530

three CAEN A1737P HV boards. 30 independent HV531

channels are used to operate each SiPM board that host532

8 sensors. These groups of 8 SiPMs were selected ac-533

cording to their gain. The HV distribution to the groups534

of 8 SiPMs is implemented on the mezzanine boards535

that also hosts a compensation circuit to allow for the536

independent regulation of each SiPM bias voltage up537

to a maximum of 0.4 V. The low voltage system used538

for the FT-Hodo is the same as the one used for FT-Cal.539

Controls of both the HV and LV for the detector are pro-540

vided by the CLAS12 EPICS slow controls system [3].541

Similarly to the FT-Cal, the status of the critical com-542

ponents, in this case the temperature of the preamplifier543

crate, is incorporated into the interlock system that is544

programmed to disable the HV and LV crates if abnor-545

mal conditions are detected.546
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2.3. The Micromegas Tracker (FT-Trk)547

For a precise determination of the scattered elec-548

tron angle, a tracker complements the FT-Cal and FT-549

Hodo detectors. The FT-Trk uses the same technol-550

ogy adopted by the CLAS12 central and forward Mi-551

cromegas detectors. We refer to Ref. [15] for a detailed552

description of these devices. In this section we describe553

the specific design of the FT-Trk.554

Figure 13: 3D view of the upstream face of the FT-Trk Micromegas
tracker equipped with front-end electronics.

Two double-layers of Micromegas detectors are lo-555

cated in front of the hodoscope, in the space between556

the FT and the HTCC [4]. The two detectors are indeed557

a good compromise to achieve an e�cient background558

rejection and track reconstruction with a low material559

budget. Each layer is composed of a double-faced Mi-560

cromegas disk built on a common printed circuit board561

(PCB). Each side of the PCB displays strips, the down-562

stream strips being perpendicularly oriented to the up-563

stream strips. This particular geometry enables the de-564

termination of the (x, y) coordinates (perpendicular to565

the beam z-axis) of a track. To limit the number of elec-566

tronics channels, the pitch chosen was 500 µm, which567

leads to a resolution better than 500/
p

12 ⇠ 150 µm. A568

drift space of 5 mm, together with an amplification gap569

of 128 µm, provides good e�ciency. The two double-570

layers, centered on the beam axis, cover polar angles571

from 2.5� to 4.5� with an active area defined between572

a 70 mm inner radius and a 143 mm outer radius. The573

total number of channels is 3072. Figure 13 shows the574

CAD implementation of the detector. The FT-Trk read-575

out uses the same data acquisition scheme adopted for576

the CLAS12 Barrel Micromegas Tracker (BMT) [15],577

which consists of a Front-End Unit (FEU) and a Back-578

End Unit (BEU).579

The front-end electronics are responsible for signal580

preamplification, shaping, bu↵ering during the trigger581

generation process, data digitization, and compression.582

Due to the limited space available, the front-end elec-583

tronics are designed to be placed o↵-detector. Micro-584

coaxial cable assemblies connect the detectors and the585

front-end boards. The non-amplified analog signals586

transit via the cable assemblies from the chambers to587

the front-end electronics. The 512-channel FEUs are588

housed in 4U crates attached to the FT-Cal mechanical589

supports, which are located in the geometrical shadow590

of the CLAS12 torus coils. The back-end electronics are591

responsible for data concentration, providing the inter-592

face to the CLAS12 event building system and are the593

same units used for the BMT [15].594

Each Micromegas layer is powered with 450 V for the595

micro-mesh and 1000 V for the drift electrode. The FT-596

Trk front-end power supply is located 12 m away from597

the crates. The 15 W power produced by each crate598

is dissipated by compressed air. An interlock system599

between the cooling infrastructure and the low voltage600

power supply prevents powering the front-end crates601

when cooling is o↵.602

The gas used is a mixture of argon, isobutane (up to603

10%), and CF4 (up to 5%). The use of CF4 ensures good604

time resolution (around 10-15 ns). The gas distribution605

system is the same one used by the BMT.606

3. Integration in CLAS12607

The FT mechanical design was driven by the geo-608

metrical constraints imposed by the other CLAS12 sub-609

detectors, geometrical acceptance optimization, and610

performance optimization, taking into account the cool-611

ing requirements, material budget, and front-end elec-612

tronics location. The FT detects electrons scattered be-613

tween 2.5� and 4.5� with respect to the beam axis. To614

provide this acceptance, the FT calorimeter must cover615

down to 2� and up to 5� with lead tungstate crystals to616

have a good containment of electromagnetic showers at617

the edges of the polar angular range. Since no massive618

materials are allowed at angles larger than 5.5�, the crys-619

tals, cooling system, mechanical supports, and tungsten620

shielding have been optimized in a very compact design.621

Outside of 5.5� the only materials are very low-density622

(35 kg/m3) insulation and routing for cabling and ser-623
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vices in the geometrical shadow of the CLAS12 detector624

where the torus magnet coils are located.625

The FT is built from several components that can be626

grouped as follows:627

• the inner tungsten pipe,628

• the tungsten cone acting as a Møller electron629

shield,630

• the FT-Trk tracker,631

• the FT-Hodo hodoscope,632

• the FT-Cal calorimeter,633

• the front-end electronics,634

• cabling and services.635

From the mechanical point of view, the most chal-636

lenging aspect is the integration of the calorimeter, due637

to the weight and fragility of the crystals, and the rela-638

tive positioning and alignment of the FT components.639

3.1. Constraints from Other Sub-detectors640

The FT must be centered on the beamline between641

the HTCC and the first set of the DCs [6]. The HTCC642

can be retracted in the upstream direction to give access643

to the FT. In its operating position, the HTCC extends to644

1730 mm downstream with respect to the nominal tar-645

get center. This forms a plane that defines the upstream646

edge of the space allowed for the FT. The first set of647

DCs is installed in front of the coils of the torus magnet,648

with an inclination of 65� with respect to the beam axis.649

The front-end electronics boards of the DCs define the650

downstream border of the space allowance for the FT.651

The minimum distance of the DC boards from the beam652

axis is ⇠140 mm at 2280 mm downstream with respect653

to the nominal center of the target. Taking into account654

the outside radius of the FT, including its insulation and655

the inclination angle of the DCs, the downstream face656

of the FT cannot exceed ⇠2150 mm with respect to the657

nominal center of the target.658

The FT needs cabling and service routing for the gas659

and cooling lines. These services must be connected660

to the outside of CLAS12. All services are installed in661

the shadow area of the torus magnet coils, i.e. in the662

six azimuthal slots extending radially from the beamline663

to the periphery. Each coil is ⇠100-mm thick, which664

allows space to host some front-end electronics for the665

FT, which must be close to the detectors.666

The whole FT is attached to the torus magnet cryostat667

by a support structure with flanges on both ends. This668

Figure 14: Front view of the Forward Tagger with the routing of cables
and services along the CLAS12 torus coils.

is needed both for the mounting sequence constraints669

and to avoid massive supports in front of the DCs. The670

support structure consists of two concentric stainless-671

steel pipes connected by adjustment screws to allow for672

precise alignment and positioning of the detector with673

respect to the beamline and the target position. A third674

tungsten cylinder of smaller diameter is located inside675

the steel pipes to provide shielding from beam back-676

ground.677

The FT is attached to the support structure via an in-678

ner tungsten pipe that is part of the calorimeter assembly679

and is located inside the central bore of the FT detec-680

tors. This pipe is designed to support the entire weight681

of the FT detectors and the additional shielding that is682

mounted upstream of the FT. Tungsten was chosen as683

the material because, even if less resilient, is more rigid684

than stainless steel, thus reducing the gravitational sag-685

ging, and has higher density and atomic number, i.e.686

better shielding properties. The FT-Cal is kept in po-687

sition with respect to the inner tungsten pipe via four688

radial supports, made of PEEK. PEEK was chosen be-689

cause of its low thermal conductivity (0.25 W/mK) and690

its relatively high tensile strength (⇠100 MPa). In ad-691

dition, it features high radiation hardness and excellent692

stability over a broad range of temperatures. Mounting693

rings of PEEK and aluminum, respectively, are used to694

support and align the FT-Hodo and FT-Trk on the inner695

tungsten pipe.696

Upstream of the FT, a tungsten cone is attached to697

the inner tungsten pipe to provide shielding from Møller698

electrons produced by the interaction of the beam in the699

target [16]. Figure 2 shows a section of CLAS12 with700

the FT in its operating position.701
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3.2. Routing of Cabling and Services702

All services and cables necessary for the operation of703

the FT detectors are routed along the torus coils to min-704

imize the interference with the CLAS12 Forward De-705

tector as shown in Fig. 14. These include cables for706

signals, HV, LV, and slow controls, as well as piping for707

gas distribution and cooling of the three FT subsystems.708

The cables and piping are routed along the direction709

of the magnet coils using appropriate rails. The width710

and depth of the rails was chosen to be compatible with711

the space occupied by the DCs (both during normal op-712

eration and maintenance) and the clearance between the713

HTCC and the CLAS12 Forward Detector.714

4. FT Prototypes715

Two prototypes of the FT-Cal, with 9 and 16 chan-716

nels, respectively, were designed, assembled, and tested717

with cosmic rays and electron beams to optimize and718

validate the detector design. Specifically, the prototypes719

were used to check the single crystal mechanical assem-720

bly, the thermal performance, the front-end and read-out721

electronics, and the electrical connections via a mother-722

board. The response to cosmic rays was studied for both723

prototypes, while the response to electromagnetic show-724

ers was studied at Je↵erson Lab (JLab) and the INFN725

Laboratory Nazionali di Frascati (LNF) in Italy. The726

9-channel prototype (Proto-9) was tested at JLab using727

2-3 GeV electrons deflected by the Hall B tagger sys-728

tem [16], while the 16-channel prototype (Proto-16) was729

tested at the Beam Test Facility of LNF with a 0.5 GeV730

electron beam. Extensive simulations were performed731

and compared to the results of the two sets of measure-732

ments. The main goals of the tests were:733

• to measure the energy resolution as a function of734

the single-crystal threshold;735

• to measure the energy resolution as a function of T736

(+18�C, 0�C, -10�C, -25�C);737

• to measure the time resolution;738

• to verify the system linearity;739

• to check rate performance;740

• to validate Monte Carlo (GEMC) [17] simulations;741

• to measure the electronic noise in realistic condi-742

tions;743

• to perform detailed studies of the electromagnetic744

shower signal: shower profile, APD signal shape,745

and test the filtering algorithm.746

Figure 15: Exploded view of the Proto-16 assembly. From left to
right, the CAD drawing shows the motherboard, the system of cop-
per rails holding the preamplifiers, the copper shield back plate, the
crystal assembly, the copper shield front plate, and the LED board.

The FT-Cal Proto-16 was built assembling 16 PbWO4747

Type-II crystals in a 4 ⇥ 4 matrix (8 provided by the748

BTCP and 8 from the RIINC company). Figure 15749

shows the Proto-16 components. Many mechanical750

and electrical solutions tested on Proto-16 were then751

adopted in the final FT-Cal design. Due to the signifi-752

cant size of the crystal matrix, the expected performance753

of Proto-16 in terms of energy resolution for showers754

generated at the center of the 4⇥4 matrix is similar to755

what was expected for the FT-Cal. Proto-16 was tested756

at the Beam Test Facility (BTF) [18] of LNF, using a757

0.5 GeV electron beam. Data were taken in October758

2012 to study the prototype resolution as a function of759

the energy deposition and the calorimeter temperature.760

The BTF electron beam is characterized by a repetition761

frequency of 50 Hz and a pulse duration of 10 ns. The762

beam intensity can be varied by operating di↵erent sets763

of slits, selecting the number of electrons per bunch at764

the level of a single particle. The prototype performance765

could therefore be studied as a function of the number of766

electrons simultaneously hitting the crystal matrix, i.e.767

of the detected energy.768

Figure 16 shows the BTF experimental hall after the769

installation of Proto-16 and the associated equipment.770

The detector was placed on a movable table that could771

be displaced in the x and y directions (transverse plane)772

with a 0.1-mm accuracy. This feature was exploited to773

center the calorimeter with respect to the beam. A plas-774

tic scintillator bar, read out by two PMTs, was placed775

in front of the beam pipe exit window and was used to776

determine the arrival time of the electron within the 10-777

ns bunch duration. The data acquisition system, based778

on the JLab CODA standard [3], was triggered by the779

radio-frequency (RF) signal of the Frascati accelerator.780

For each trigger all of the signals of the Proto-16 crystal781
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Figure 16: Experimental setup of the Proto-16 test at the LNF Beam
Test Facility (BTF). The beam comes from the right. On the left, the
detector inside its case (black) is placed on a movable table to allow
for centering of the calorimeter with respect to the beam. In front of
the calorimeter, a plastic scintillator bar wrapped in black Tedlar is
used to determine the arrival time of the beam electrons.

matrix and of the scintillator-bar PMTs were recorded782

by CAEN VME boards. Both the Proto-16 and scintil-783

lator signals were sent to a passive splitter whose two784

outputs were connected to the 250 MHz FADCs and to785

leading-edge discriminators. The discriminator output786

was sent to pipeline TDCs. The samples recorded by787

the FADCs in an 800 ns window were recorded for each788

trigger and analyzed o✏ine to evaluate the charge and789

time.790

The conversion between charge and energy was first791

determined using cosmic ray measurements and then792

optimized by studying the response of each crystal to793

0.5 GeV electrons at the LNF-BTF. It is worth not-794

ing that the new calibration constants were found to795

be within 5-10% of the initial values determined dur-796

ing cosmic-ray data taking. The total reconstructed en-797

ergy after the full calibration is shown in Fig. 17 for798

an electron multiplicity on the order of 1-2. The peaks799

corresponding to di↵erent bunch populations are clearly800

visible and well separated.801

Energy Resolution. The mean values and widths (�)802

of the peaks in the total reconstructed energy spectrum803

were analyzed to check the system linearity and to deter-804

mine the resolution. The measurements were performed805

by centering the beam on the calorimeter to have the806

maximum containment of the electromagnetic shower.807

Figure 18 shows the fitted peak position as a function808

of total energy in the beam bunch for an APD gain of809

150 and a PbWO4 temperature of 18�C. The linear re-810

gression of the experimental points shows no deviations811
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Figure 17: The total energy measured by Proto-16 after calibration.
The peaks correspond to di↵erent bunch populations and are clearly
visible and well separated.

from linearity in the explored range. The same measure-812

ment performed in di↵erent experimental configurations813

gave consistent results, confirming that the system is lin-814

ear up to the maximum measured energy of 4 GeV.815

Figure 19 shows the energy resolution as a function816

of the energy in the beam bunch. The colored points817

correspond to the resolution measured with Proto-16,818

while the black open circles are the results of the Monte819

Carlo (GEMC) simulations. The error bars in the graph820

show the statistical uncertainty, while the systematic821

uncertainty was estimated to be on the order of 5%.822

As expected, the experimental resolution improves for823

increasing energy, reaching an asymptotic behavior at824

about 3 GeV. The measurements performed in di↵erent825

configurations are in general consistent, varying within826

a range of 0.5% except for the resolution obtained at827

room temperature and G=75 (orange points). The reso-828

lution in this case is systematically worse than that ob-829

tained at the same temperature but G=150. This was in-830

terpreted as due to the preamplifier noise being the dom-831

inant factor in determining the resolution at this temper-832

ature. From this we concluded that working at higher833

APD gain is the preferable configuration.834

The comparison of the resolutions obtained at di↵er-835

ent temperatures shows that lower temperatures, corre-836

sponding to higher light yield, and therefore a larger837

signal, give a better resolution. The best values were838

obtained at �20�C, where the experimental points are in839

good agreement with the simulation results. The depen-840

dence of the resolution on the temperature is more evi-841

dent for high bunch energies, where threshold e↵ects are842

smaller. Above 2 GeV, the resolution at room tempera-843

ture seems to be systematically higher than that obtained844

at 0�C or �20�C with a di↵erence of about 0.5%. The845

di↵erence of the resolution obtained at 0�C and �20�C846
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Figure 18: Proto-16 reconstructed energy as a function of the beam
bunch energy. The red points were obtained at room temperature and
with an APD gain of 150. The linear regression of the experimental
points shows no deviation from linearity.
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Figure 19: Proto-16 energy resolution as a function of the beam bunch
energy. The red and orange points were obtained at room temperature
for APD gains of 150 and 75, respectively. The green points corre-
spond to 0�C; the darker points were obtained removing the passive
splitter. The blue and dark-blue points, that partially overlap, cor-
respond to �20�C with APD gains of 150 and 75, respectively. The
open black circles show the expected resolution based on Monte Carlo
simulations. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.

is on the contrary negligible within the systematic un-847

certainties. Based on these results and considering the848

technical di�culties in operating the FT-Cal at the low-849

est temperature, we chose the optimal operating temper-850

ature of the calorimeter to be 0�C.851

5. Detector Simulations852

Detailed simulations of the FT have been done853

with the Geant4-based Monte Carlo code for CLAS12,854

GEMC [17], to optimize the detector design, to develop855

the reconstruction algorithms, and to understand the de-856

tector performance.857

Details on the implementation of the FT in GEMC858

of the detector geometry and digitization are reported in859

Ref. [17], while an extensive discussion of the simula-860

tion studies that guided the detector design are presented861

in Ref. [14]. Here we focus on summarizing the results862

of the simulation studies that are relevant to understand863

the FT performance.864

5.1. Leakage Corrections865

The reconstructed cluster energy can be systemat-866

ically smaller than the actual energy of the particle867

that induced the shower due to leakages in the shower868

containment caused by the limited dimensions of the869

calorimeter, by cuts in the clustering algorithms, and by870

the thresholds in the hit detection. An example of the871

di↵erence between the reconstructed cluster energy and872

the simulated electron energy is shown in the top panel873

of Fig. 20. This was obtained assuming an equivalent874

threshold on the individual crystals of 10 MeV: the leak-875

age varies from ⇠80 MeV (16%) for 500 MeV electrons876

to ⇠300 MeV (6.6%) for 4.5 GeV electrons.877

This e↵ect can be easily corrected for by parame-878

terizing the leakage as a function of the reconstructed879

cluster energy and position, and applying the correction880

in reconstruction. Simulations of single electrons were881

performed in GEMC and the di↵erence between the re-882

constructed cluster energy and the electron energy was883

studied as a function of the cluster seed crystal (i.e. the884

crystal with the largest signal). For each crystal, the de-885

pendence of this di↵erence on the reconstructed cluster886

energy was fit to a fourth-order polynomial, which was887

then used as an additive correction to the reconstructed888

cluster energy. The final dependence of the di↵erence889

between the corrected cluster energy and simulated en-890

ergy is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 20.891

5.2. Electromagnetic Background and Radiation Dose892

The electromagnetic background produced by the in-893

teraction of the electron beam in the target at the nom-894

inal CLAS12 luminosity was simulated in GEMC. For895

this purpose, in each event, about 124k, 11-GeV elec-896

trons were generated that originated 10 cm upstream897

of the target. The electrons were distributed randomly898

with the radio-frequency structure of the beam in a 250-899

ns window. This number of electrons corresponds to900

the number of beam electrons that would pass through901

the target in the chosen time window at the nominal902

CLAS12 luminosity of 1035 cm�2s�1. These simula-903

tions were used to study background rates in each of the904

FT detectors, to determine the pile-up probability, and905

to estimate the radiation dose the FT would be subject906

to during operations.907

The overall particle rate in the FT was found to908

be about 120 MHz, dominated by very low-energy909
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Figure 20: Top: di↵erence between the simulated electron energy and
the reconstructed cluster energy as a function of the electron momen-
tum for a 10 MeV equivalent threshold on the single crystal signal.
Bottom: di↵erence between the simulated electron energy and the
cluster energy after the leakage correction.

particles, with only 6% due to particles with energy910

above 100 MeV. In the energy range to be tagged (0.5-911

4.5 GeV) the overall particle rate is further reduced to912

about 180 kHz, equally shared between photons and913

hadrons.914

For the FT-Cal, the energy deposition in each crystal915

was evaluated from the background simulation and used916

to calculate the dose per unit of time. The overall radia-917

tion dose at 1035 cm�2s�1 was estimated to be less than918

1.5 rad/hr when averaged over the entire calorimeter919

with a distribution on the calorimeter crystals as shown920

in Fig. 21. The maximum dose per crystal is about921

3 rad/hr, which would result in a maximum integrated922

dose per crystal of about 2160 rad in 30 days of beam923

time.924

6. Detector Calibration and Commissioning925

6.1. Pre-beam Calibration926

Initial checkout and calibration of the FT detectors927

upon completion of the installation were performed via:928

• Pulser, LED, and cosmic ray runs for the FT-Cal;929

• Pulser and cosmic ray runs for the FT-Hodo;930

• Pulser and pedestal runs for the FT-Trk.931
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Figure 21: Radiation dose on the FT calorimeter crystals in rad/hr at
1035 cm�2s�1 luminosity. The maximum values of about 5 rad/hr are
observed for the innermost crystals, i.e. at the smaller angles.

6.1.1. FT-Cal Pre-beam Calibration932

Initial checkout of the calorimeter was performed via933

pulser and LED runs. In the pulser runs, an external934

clock was used to trigger the readout of the entire FT-935

Cal recording the full FADC waveforms in a 400-ns936

window in the absence of a physics signal to measure937

baselines and to monitor noise, for the purpose of iden-938

tifying disconnected or malfunctioning channels. For939

each crystal, several parameters were studied, such as940

the average pedestal, the event-by-event pedestal RMS,941

and the noise defined as the sample-by-sample pedestal942

RMS. The analysis was performed online, connecting943

to the data acquisition Event Transfer (ET) ring [3], or944

from a recorded data file using the FT Java calibration945

suite [19]. Figure 22 shows a view of a typical pulser946

run analysis. One the most useful results obtained from947

this analysis is the average channel noise that is indica-948

tive of its functionality: a noise level below the typical949

range is indicative of a malfunctioning preamplifier or a950

disconnected cable, while a noise level above the typical951

range can indicate a high-voltage issue since the noise952

introduced by the LAAPDs is higher when the biased953

voltage is not applied.954

Once the initial debugging of the system based on955

pulser runs was completed, a second checkout based956

on LED runs was performed. In this case, the FT-Cal957

LMS was used to input light into each of the calorime-958

ter crystals and the corresponding signals were recorded959

to check the pulse amplitude and shape, and to assess960

the correct functioning of the LAAPDs, preamplifiers,961
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Figure 22: Results of the FT-Cal noise analysis from a pulser run. The
left part of the calibration suite display shows a view of the calorimeter
with a color scheme representing the status of the crystal: green cor-
responds to a fully functional element, blue to an element with noise
below the typical range (indicative of a low-gain preamplifier), orange
to an element with noise above the typical range, and gray to a crystal
for which no data were recorded. The right part of the panel shows
the average pedestal and noise as a function of the crystal number, and
the event distribution of the pedestal and noise for the selected crystal.

and front-end electronics. Using the EPICS slow con-962

trols interface of the LMS, the LEDs can be switched963

on in groups of 6, one per driver, in a predefined se-964

quence and pulsed at a rate of 62.5 Hz for a time in-965

terval of 30 s to accumulate about 1800 waveforms per966

channel. The LED pulse amplitudes have been tuned967

to provide a maximum amplitude at the FADC of about968

1 V, which is representative of a typical signal expected969

for the calorimeter. The recorded waveforms are an-970

alyzed to extract the pulse amplitude as a function of971

time. In fact, upon being turned on, the LED light in-972

tensity undergoes an exponential drop until it reaches973

stability. This typically happens within 6-8 s. The am-974

plitude in the stability region is fit to a constant to extract975

the average value that is recorded and compared to ref-976

erence values to detect changes in the detector response977

and potential failures. Figure 23 shows the results of the978

analysis of a typical LED run as displayed by the cali-979

bration suite. In this specific case, the analysis shows a980

relatively uniform response to the LED light, with typ-981

ical amplitudes on the order of 1 V as defined by the982

design, with a few problematic channels that coincide983

with those identified by the pulser runs of Fig. 22.984

The final calibration of the FT before in-beam test-985

ing was based on the study of the detector response to986

cosmic rays. A special FPGA-based trigger was devel-987

oped by the JLab Fast Electronics Group to select events988

where a cosmic ray crosses the calorimeter primarily in989

the vertical direction, i.e. crossing the crystals along990

Figure 23: Results of a typical FT-Cal LED run. The left part of the
calibration suite display shows a view of the calorimeter with a color
scheme representing the LED pulse amplitude. The right part of the
panel shows for the selected crystal the average pulse shape (top left),
the pulse amplitude as a function of the event number, i.e. of time (top
right), the distribution of the amplitudes (bottom left), and the pulse
amplitude as a function of the event number after the LED has reached
stability (bottom right). The latter is fit to a constant to determine the
pulse amplitude that is displayed in the detector view.

the short side. This is achieved by requiring a min-991

imum number of signals above threshold in the crys-992

tals that are in a “column” of the calorimeter assem-993

bly, a technique that exploits the functionalities of the994

JLab FADCs and trigger electronics [3, 20]. For these995

events, the waveforms for all crystals in the calorime-996

ter were recorded and analyzed o✏ine using the FT-Cal997

calibration suite. Details of the analysis procedure are998

reported in Refs. [21, 22]; here we summarize only the999

main steps and results. For each crystal, events where at1000

least Nmin crystals with signal above threshold are found1001

in a vertical range of Nrange crystals above or below the1002

chosen one were selected. After optimization, the val-1003

ues of Nmin and Nrange were fixed to 4 and 5, respec-1004

tively. For these events, the crystal waveform was in-1005

tegrated in a fixed range and pedestal subtracted to ex-1006

tract the charge. The integration range was optimized1007

empirically to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. The1008

charge distribution for all selected events in the given1009

crystal was then fit with a Landau summed with an ex-1010

ponential function, representing the minimum-ionizing1011

particle (MIP) deposition and background, respectively.1012

The mean of the Landau function, compared with the1013

expected average energy deposition determined from1014

Geant4 Monte Carlo simulations to be 15.3 MeV, was1015

then used to evaluate the charge-to-energy conversion1016

factor for each crystal.1017

Figure 24 shows an example of a cosmic ray event1018

as displayed by the calibration suite and an example of1019
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Figure 24: Left: example of a cosmic ray crossing the calorimeter
vertically as displayed by the calibration suite. Right: example of the
measured charge distribution measured from the selected events for a
calorimeter crystal; the blue line shows the results of the Landau plus
exponential fit; the mean of the Landau function is used to estimate
the charge-to-energy conversion factors.

the charge distribution for a selected crystal obtained by1020

integrating over the selected events. The typical values1021

of the Landau peak were found to be in the range of1022

4-7 pC at the calorimeter operating temperature of 0�C1023

and the corresponding conversion factors in the range1024

of 2.2-3.8 MeV/pC. These values were used as the cal-1025

ibration constants for the initial reconstruction of beam1026

data, although it was found that these constants usually1027

led to an overestimate of 20% of the actual energy de-1028

posited in the energy range of interest for the calorime-1029

ter of 0.5-4.5 GeV. While this discrepancy is significant,1030

it is not unexpected given the uncertainties in extract-1031

ing the cosmic ray signal from the background and the1032

large di↵erence in the two calibration points, since cos-1033

mic rays deposit an energy in the range of tens of MeV,1034

while the energy range for beam-induced signals is two1035

orders of magnitude larger.1036

6.1.2. FT-Hodo Pre-beam Calibration1037

Similarly to the calorimeter, initial checkout of the1038

hodoscope was performed via pulser runs to check the1039

functionality of each electronics channel and to evalu-1040

ate the SiPM gains by measuring the single photoelec-1041

tron (SPE) signal. An external clock was used to trigger1042

the data acquisition, which recorded the waveform of all1043

232 channels in a 400 ns window. The waveforms could1044

be analyzed online by connecting the calibration suite to1045

the data acquisition ET ring [3] or o✏ine reading from1046

the data file. The parameters that were monitored are the1047

pedestal values, the pedestal RMS, and the electronic1048

noise. The extracted SPE values were compared to the1049

typical ones to identify problematic channels and dis-1050

connected cables. For each channel, the waveforms that1051

exceeded a minimum threshold above the baseline were1052

Figure 25: SPE signal from the FT-Hodo SiPMs reading signals from
the thin (top) and thick (bottom) tiles, in mV (left) and pC (right),
determined using the waveform maximum and integral, respectively.

analyzed to extract the SPE signal. For this purpose,1053

the waveforms were integrated in a fixed time range and1054

pedestal subtracted. The distribution of the extracted1055

charge for a selected channel is shown in Fig. 25, where1056

the top and bottom plots are for the same tile in the two1057

detector layers and the left and right plots show the re-1058

sults obtained using the waveform maximum and inte-1059

gral, respectively. Clear peaks corresponding to one,1060

two, and three photoelectrons are visible; the di↵erence1061

between the peaks was used to determine the gain of1062

the channel, resulting in typical values on the order of1063

20 pC/phe. The consistency of the results obtained us-1064

ing the pulse maximum and integral confirms the relia-1065

bility of the waveform analysis.1066

Further checkout of the detector was performed via1067

cosmic ray data taking. The same FPGA-based trig-1068

ger developed for the calorimeter was used to trigger1069

the data acquisition system on events in which multi-1070

ple tiles of the hodoscope had a signal above threshold.1071

For such events, all hodoscope channel waveforms were1072

recorded and analyzed o✏ine. The signal charge was1073

extracted by integrating the waveform in a fixed time1074

window and subtracting the pedestals. The resulting1075

charge distributions were inspected to ensure a sizable1076

signal for all tiles. In this case no attempt was made1077

to extract the charge-to-energy conversion factor from1078

these distributions because of the unfavorable orienta-1079

tion of the hodoscope in the installation position for the1080

measurement of cosmic rays that could cross the scintil-1081

lation tiles with a very large angular and energy deposi-1082
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tion spread.1083

6.1.3. FT-Trk Pre-beam Calibration1084

The first calibrations and tests of the trackers were1085

performed using the cosmic-ray test bench available at1086

CEA-Saclay [15]. The goal of these tests was to op-1087

timize the operating conditions of the detectors and to1088

compute their two-dimensional e�ciency maps using1089

cosmic muons prior to shipment to JLab. Figure 261090

shows the results for two of the four detector layers, in-1091

dicating a good uniformity of the response over the full1092

active area.1093

Figure 26: Two-dimensional (y vs. x coordinate) e�ciency map for
the two layers of one of the FT tracker detectors as measured in the
cosmic-ray setup at CEA-Saclay. The black circles indicate the limits
of the detector active area.

After installation, the initial checkout of the FT-Trk1094

and, in particular, of the front-end electronics, was per-1095

formed by means of pedestal and pulser runs. Since1096
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Figure 27: Dependence of the MIP mean position on the SiPM bias
voltage for a single hodoscope tile. The dependence is fit to a linear
function that is used to select the operating voltage to give an average
MIP signal close to the chosen value.

these procedures are standard for the CLAS12 Mi-1097

cromegas detectors, we refer to Ref. [15] for further de-1098

tails.1099

6.2. In-beam Calibration and Commissioning1100

While pre-beam calibrations were essential to ensure1101

all detector components were fully operational, the final1102

calibrations to extract the parameters needed for the FT1103

reconstruction are based on analysis of beam data. Here1104

we report specifically on the procedures developed for1105

the calibration of the calorimeter and hodoscope, since1106

no specific calibrations are needed for the tracker.1107

For both the hodoscope and calorimeter, energy and1108

time calibrations can be obtained from the analysis of1109

data recorded with the CLAS12 production triggers and1110

do not require dedicated data taking. A dedicated run1111

is typically employed, however, for matching the gains1112

from all FT-Hodo SiPMs 6. In this dedicated run, av-1113

erage minimum-ionizing particle signals were obtained1114

for a set of di↵erent HV settings (see Fig. 27), determin-1115

ing the slope and intercept from which gain matching is1116

established.1117

The energy calibration for the FT-Cal is achieved by1118

analyzing electron elastic scattering events or by recon-1119

structing the ⇡0 ! �� decay where both photons are1120

detected in the calorimeter.1121

Elastic ep ! ep scattering data were found to be1122

particularly e↵ective for calibrations at low beam en-1123

ergy. Data using a 2.2 GeV beam were collected dur-1124

ing the CLAS12 engineering run. Events with only one1125

cluster in the FT-Cal were selected (from the scattered1126

6Having a matched gain from all FT-Hodo SiPMs allows for a
common trigger readout threshold for all channels.
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Figure 28: Example of the seed energy distribution for a selected crys-
tal for elastic events at 2.2 GeV beam energy. The blue line shows the
fit used to determine the edge of the distribution.

electron) and, based on the existing cosmic ray calibra-1127

tions, the energy of the crystal with the largest signal,1128

i.e. the seed, was extracted. For each crystal, these1129

events were accumulated requesting the seed energy to1130

be larger than 55% of the total cluster energy. The right1131

edge of the distribution of the seed energy was fit with1132

a Gaussian function to extract the peak position. The1133

mean value of the Gaussian function was compared to1134

that expected based on Geant4 Monte Carlo simulations1135

to extract a correction to the charge-to-energy conver-1136

sion factor used in the cluster reconstruction. Figure 281137

shows an example of the seed energy distribution and1138

the cluster energy distribution for a selected crystal. Us-1139

ing these constants, an energy resolution of 3.3% at1140

2.2 GeV beam energy was determined by fitting the re-1141

constructed elastic peak (see Fig. 29). This resolution1142

is about 1% larger than what is expected from simula-1143

tions as discussed in Section 8. With the same calibra-1144

tion constants, the ⇡0 ! �� decay was reconstructed at1145

10.6 GeV beam energy selecting events with both pho-1146

tons detected in the FT-Cal, finding the width of the ⇡0
1147

peak to be ⇠4.4 MeV, which gives an energy resolution1148

of ⇠3.2%.1149

Since the e↵ectiveness of the elastic calibration is1150

limited to beam energies on the order of a few GeV be-1151

cause of the rapid decrease of the corresponding cross1152

section at higher energies, an alternative approach was1153

developed to perform the energy calibration of the FT-1154

Cal based on ⇡0 ! �� decays. Events where both pho-1155

tons are detected in the calorimeter were selected and1156

filtered applying the following cuts:1157

• the energy of both clusters, as reconstructed based1158

on existing calibrations, is larger than 500 MeV;1159

• the size of both clusters, i.e. the number of crystals1160

involved, is larger than 3;1161

σE/E ~ 3.3%

σ ~ 4.4 MeV

Figure 29: Top: electron energy spectrum reconstructed at 2.2 GeV
beam energy in the FT-Cal; the peak corresponds to elastic scattering;
after calibrations based on elastic events, an overall energy resolution
of 3.3% at 2.2 GeV is found. Bottom: ⇡0 ! �� invariant mass spec-
trum reconstructed at 10.6 GeV beam energy using the elastic scat-
tering energy calibrations: the width of the ⇡0 peak determined via a
Gaussian fit was found to be ⇠4.4 MeV.

• the opening angle between the two clusters is1162

larger than 2�.1163

The last cuts are useful to reduce backgrounds result-1164

ing from split clusters, i.e. events in which a secondary1165

particle originating from the electromagnetic shower1166

creates a second cluster at a close distance to the pri-1167

mary cluster. For each crystal, events in which the1168

crystal is the seed of one of the two clusters are accu-1169

mulated and the ratio between 1) the measured cluster1170

energy for the given crystal and the energy calculated1171

from the nominal ⇡0 mass and 2) the other cluster en-1172

ergy is computed. The distribution of such ratios is fit1173

with a Gaussian function to derive a correction factor1174

for the charge-to-energy calibration constant of the se-1175

lected crystal. The procedure is applied iteratively until1176

the ⇡0 mass spectrum for all crystal is within 0.5 MeV1177

of the nominal value.1178

Figure 30 shows an example of the ratio distribution1179

and of the ⇡0 mass spectrum for a selected crystal be-1180

fore and after (blue histogram) the calibration proce-1181

dure. The advantage of this procedure is that it does not1182

strongly depend on the beam energy and exploits the full1183

energy spectrum of the clusters, providing a check of the1184

linearity. The left panel of Fig. 31 shows the correlation1185

between the measured and computed cluster energies af-1186
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Figure 30: Left: calibration correction factor for a selected crystal
computed as the ratio between 1) the measured energy of clusters
where the crystal is the seed and the energy calculated from the nom-
inal ⇡0 mass and 2) the other cluster energy. Right: ⇡0 mass spectrum
for the same crystal before (unfilled histogram) and after (filled his-
togram) the calibration procedure.

Figure 31: Left: correlation between the measured cluster energy and
the energy computed from the nominal ⇡0 mass; the range covered
is well matched to the FT energy range of interest. Right: ⇡0 mass
spectrum before (green) and after (blue) the calibration; the achieved
resolution is ⇠4.2 MeV.

ter calibration: the energy range, which is covered with1187

good statistics, is from 0.5 to 5 GeV with a perfect over-1188

lap with the energy range of interest for the CLAS121189

experimental program with the FT. The resolution that1190

is achieved with this calibration algorithm is of the or-1191

der of 4-5 MeV integrated over the entire calorimeter as1192

shown by the right panel of Fig. 31.1193

The energy calibration of the FT-Hodo is performed1194

by studying the energy deposition of MIPs, since these1195

are the typical signals expected from charged particles1196

impinging on the detector. Figure 32 shows the charge1197

from MIP signals in the thin and thick tiles. For the FT-1198

Hodo, charged particle signals are selected by requiring1199

the geometrical matching of tiles in the two layers. No1200

other requirement or matching with other detectors is1201

requested to minimize the dependency on other system1202

calibrations. The distributions are fit with a Landau plus1203

an exponential function to determine the average MIP1204

charge. The charge-to-energy conversion factors are de-1205

termined by comparing the resulting values to the ones1206

estimated from Geant4 Monte Carlo simulations. The1207
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Figure 32: Signals from two FT-Hodo tiles (thin and thick layer) fit
with a Landau plus an exponential to established the charge-to-energy
constants.
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Figure 33: FT-Hodo time corrections determined by Gaussian fits on
the time di↵erence between the hit time projected back to the event
vertex and the event start time for a thin (left) and thick (right) tile.

constant values were found to be very stable with time,1208

requiring the calibration to be performed only at the be-1209

ginning of a new data taking period or after a change of1210

the detector operating conditions (e.g. a change of the1211

HV settings).1212

The timing calibrations of both the FT-Cal and FT-1213

Hodo are obtained by studying the time correlation of1214

the signals in the two detectors with the CLAS12 For-1215

ward Time-of-Flight (FTOF) detector [23]. The proce-1216

dure makes use of events with a scattered electron in1217

the CLAS12 Forward Detector and a second particle de-1218

tected in the FT. In such events, the start time t0, i.e. the1219

time of the interaction of the beam electron in the target,1220

can be computed from the electron FTOF time projected1221

back to the event vertex. The start time can then be used1222

as a reference for the calibration of the FT detectors.1223

For the FT-Hodo, the signal time, thit, projected back1224

to the event vertex is compared to the event start time,1225

t0. The di↵erence between the two times gives the time1226

correction needed. Figure 33 shows an example of the1227

time o↵set distribution for a thin and a thick tile.1228

The same procedure is used for the FT-Cal, however,1229

all hits with energy greater than 10 MeV are used with1230

no requirement on the charge of the associated particle.1231

The use of such a low energy threshold is important to1232

be able to calibrate the crystals that are on the edges of1233
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Figure 34: Top: FT-Cal time o↵set dependence on the charge (left);
the profile of the histogram is fit to a power law, a/q�. Bottom: FT-
Cal time o↵sets after the time-walk correction and the subtraction of
the residual constant term.

the calorimeter. The measured time is then compared1234

with the event start time, extracting both an overall o↵-1235

set and a charge-dependent correction, associated with1236

a time-walk e↵ect. The top-left panel of Fig. 34 shows1237

the time o↵set as a function of the signal charge; this1238

histogram profile is fit to a power law, a/q�, as shown1239

in the top-right panel to determine the time-walk cor-1240

rection. After applying this correction, the time o↵set1241

distribution shown in the bottom plots of the same fig-1242

ure are fit to a simple Gaussian function to determine1243

the global o↵set. The bottom right plot shows the final1244

distribution with all corrections, showing a clear coin-1245

cidence peak at 0 surrounded by the accidental peaks at1246

multiples of ±4.008 ns due to the RF beam structure.1247

The time o↵set constant term is extracted for each crys-1248

tal separately, while the time-walk constants are fit for1249

all crystals together since no significant di↵erence be-1250

tween the crystals was found. The resolution achieved1251

with this procedure is reported in Section 8.1252

7. Event Reconstruction1253

Reconstruction of the FT sub-detector information1254

and the matching between the detectors to determine1255

the type and three-momentum of the incident particles is1256

implemented in the CLAS12 Java reconstruction frame-1257

work. Details on the algorithms and implementation are1258

provided in Ref. [19]. In the following we briefly sum-1259

marize the main steps and final outputs.1260

FT-Cal hits are reconstructed from the analysis of1261

the recorded FADC information to extract energy and1262

time; hits are then associated based on position and1263

time to form clusters whose energy and centroid po-1264

sition are used as an initial seed to define the three-1265

momentum of the incident particles. Similarly, FT-1266

Hodo hits are reconstructed from the FADC raw in-1267

formation and matched based on position and timing1268

to form clusters of matching tiles in the two layers1269

of the detector. These are matched to clusters in the1270

calorimeter based on position and time to distinguish1271

charged particles from neutrals. Finally, FT-Trk hits are1272

also reconstructed from the raw data and geometrically1273

grouped to form clusters in each of the detector layers1274

separately. Combinations of clusters in the x � y lay-1275

ers of each of the two sub-detectors are used to define1276

crosses that are finally matched to calorimeter clusters1277

to improve the determination of the impact point of the1278

particle.1279

8. Detector Performance1280

Data at di↵erent beam energies and with di↵erent1281

trigger conditions have been analyzed to study and as-1282

sess the FT performance. Results from the studies are1283

detailed below.1284

8.1. Acceptance1285

The detector acceptance was studied in detail at the1286

maximum beam energy the experiment operated at so1287

far of 10.6 GeV. Data were recorded with a minimum-1288

bias trigger based on the FT-Cal alone with a threshold1289

on the measured cluster energy of 100 MeV. In the of-1290

fline analysis, events were further selected, requiring a1291

reconstructed electron via the matching of the FT-Cal1292

cluster to FT-Hodo hits, and the associated FT-Cal clus-1293

ter to have total energy greater than 500 MeV, seed en-1294

ergy greater than 300 MeV, and size greater than or1295

equal to 4 crystals. The resulting event distributions as1296

a function of the electron energy and polar angle are1297

shown in Fig. 35.1298

The energy coverage extends from 500 MeV, as se-1299

lected in the o✏ine analysis, up to the end-point set1300

by the beam energy where elastic scattering dominates.1301

Close to the energy end-point, the detector resolution1302

is expected to worsen significantly because of satura-1303

tion of the FT-Cal preamplifiers and FADCs that are1304

optimized for the design energy range of 0.5-4.5 GeV.1305

The ✓ range extends from the minimum angle of 2.5� to1306

⇠5�. The two-dimensional distribution shows the e↵ect1307

of the CLAS12 solenoid field on low-momentum elec-1308

trons starting from ✓ ⇠ 2� that are bent into the detector1309
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acceptance. The detector acceptance matches and par-1310

tially exceeds the design specifications.1311

Figure 35: FT acceptance for electrons as a function of energy (top),
polar angle (middle), and of both variables (bottom) at 10.6 GeV beam
energy. The energy range goes from 500 MeV, as selected in the of-
fline analysis, up to the end-point set by the beam energy where elastic
scattering dominates. The ✓ range goes from the minimum angle of
2.5� to ⇠5�. The two-dimensional distribution shows the e↵ect of the
CLAS12 solenoid field on low-momentum electrons that start from
✓ ⇠ 2� and are bent into the detector acceptance.

8.2. Energy Resolution and Electromagnetic Shower1312

Reconstruction1313

Within the detector acceptance, the energy resolution1314

was studied based on elastic scattering and ⇡0 decay to1315

two photons, as discussed in Section. 6. The results in-1316

dicate the currently achieved resolution is larger than the1317

design value by about 1% at 2 GeV. The reasons for this1318

discrepancy can be multi-fold. First, the energy calibra-1319

tion of individual crystals has shown a significant spread1320

in the energy-to-charge conversion that was not foreseen1321

in the initial estimates. This spread, likely due to the1322

Figure 36: Radius of the FT-Cal shower for charged particles. A
clear peak at ⇠1 cm associated with electron-induced electromagnetic
showers overlaps with a broader distribution due to hadronic showers.

non-uniformity of the crystal light yield, can contribute1323

to a worsening of the resolution because it results in a1324

non-homogeneous detector response. Second, as a con-1325

sequence of the crystal non-uniformity, the threshold1326

applied in the cluster reconstruction is for some crystals1327

larger than the 10 MeV used in the simulation studies1328

and prototype analyses.1329

The shower profile in the FT-Cal was studied and1330

compared to Monte Carlo simulations for di↵erent par-1331

ticle species. Figure 36 shows the shower radius, de-1332

fined as the square root of the second moment of the1333

shower, for charged particles, i.e. particles associated1334

with a cluster in the calorimeter with matching hits in1335

the hodoscope. A clear peak with radius of ⇠1 cm as-1336

sociated with electrons is clearly visible, overlapping a1337

broader distribution associated with hadronic showers.1338

The shower profile and, specifically the cluster radius,1339

can therefore be used to discriminate between di↵erent1340

particle types.1341

8.3. Timing Resolution1342

The timing resolution for electrons and photons was1343

evaluated from beam data by correlating the recon-1344

structed cluster time from the FT-Cal to either the RF1345

signal that is synchronous with the CEBAF accelerator1346

beam bunches or the event start time derived from the1347

CLAS12 FTOF system [23]. Specifically, the electron1348

time resolution was studied correlating the FT time pro-1349

jected back to the event vertex to the RF signal time.1350

The di↵erence of these two times for 10.6 GeV data is1351

shown in Fig. 37 for electrons with energy greater than1352

500 MeV, cluster seed energy greater than 300 MeV, and1353

cluster size greater than or equal to 4 crystals: a Gaus-1354

sian fit to the distribution gives � ⇠140 ps. The tails of1355
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Figure 37: Time resolution for electrons detected in the FT with en-
ergy greater than 500 MeV, seed energy greater than 300 MeV, and
cluster size greater than or equal to 4. The histogram shows the time
di↵erence between the FT time projected back to the event vertex and
the RF signal time. The Gaussian fit gives a resolution � ⇠140 ps.

Figure 38: Time resolution for photons detected in the FT with energy
greater than 500 MeV, seed energy greater than 300 MeV, and cluster
size greater than or equal to 4. The histogram shows the time di↵er-
ence between the FT time projected back to the event vertex and the
event start time derived from the CLAS12 FTOF detector for events
where an electron is identified in the CLAS12 Forward Detector. The
Gaussian fit gives a resolution � ⇠150 ps.

the distribution are due to low-energy clusters close to1356

the applied selection threshold, and are expected to be1357

reduced by improvements of the time-walk correction1358

that are currently under study.1359

While this estimate of the time resolution relies solely1360

on the FT reconstruction, an alternative measure can be1361

performed by selecting photons detected in the FT and1362

correlating their time to the event start time determined1363

from other particles detected in CLAS12. This analy-1364

sis was performed for events with an electron detected1365

in the CLAS12 Forward Detector whose start time is1366

determined based on the FTOF system and a photon de-1367

tected in the FT with energy greater than 500 MeV, clus-1368

ter seed energy greater than 300 MeV, and cluster size1369

greater than or equal to 4 crystals. The photon FT time1370

projected back to the event vertex was correlated with1371

the event start time as shown in Fig. 38. A Gaussian fit1372

to the distribution gives � ⇠150 ps, slightly larger but1373

consistent with the electron timing resolution.1374

Figure 39: Time di↵erence between the calorimeter and hodoscope
clusters for reconstructed electrons. The Gaussian fit to the distribu-
tion gives � ⇠0.8 ns.

While the FT hit time is determined by the calorime-1375

ter since this is the component with the best timing1376

resolution, the time correlation between the individual1377

FT detectors is important to match the signals detected1378

in the three sub-components and minimize accidentals.1379

Figure 39 shows the time di↵erence of the reconstructed1380

calorimeter and hodoscope clusters for detected elec-1381

trons with � ⇠0.8 ns, dominated by the hodoscope reso-1382

lution. The value is consistent with the design resolution1383

for the hodoscope of <1 ns.1384

8.4. Trigger Performance1385

The FT is used as an active component of the1386

CLAS12 trigger system to identify events in which1387

electrons or photons are detected in the system. This1388

is achieved by reconstructing in real time clusters in1389

the calorimeter with or without geometrical and time1390

matching with hodoscope tiles. Details on the trigger al-1391

gorithms, their implementation, and validation are pro-1392

vided in Ref. [20], while here we focus only on report-1393

ing the performance in terms of linearity of the trigger1394

rate as a function of luminosity. This was studied per-1395

forming a luminosity scan and recording the FT trigger1396

rate at the input of the data acquisition system. Fig-1397

ure 40 shows the measured dependence. These results1398

confirm the linearity of the FT trigger up to the maxi-1399

mum luminosity foreseen for the experiment.1400

9. Conclusions1401

This paper describes the layout and performance of1402

the CLAS12 Forward Tagger. This system was de-1403
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Figure 40: FT trigger rate as a function of the beam current. The mea-
surements are consistent with a linear dependence up to the maximum
CLAS12 luminosity of 1035 cm�2s�1, which is obtained at a current
of 75 nA on a 5-cm-long liquid-hydrogen target. The points that de-
viate from the linear slope correspond to measurements with unstable
beam conditions.

signed to detect electrons scattered at very small angles,1404

2.5� to 4.5�, and to perform measurements of hadronic1405

reactions in the kinematics of quasi-real photoproduc-1406

tion. In this regime, the virtual photon exchanged by1407

the electron interaction with the target has very low1408

four-momentum transfer Q2 and can be considered as a1409

real photon. These kinematics are ideally suited for the1410

study of hadron production and spectroscopy, extending1411

the physics reach of the CLAS12 experiment beyond its1412

original scope.1413

The Forward Tagger, composed of an electromag-1414

netic calorimeter for electron detection and energy mea-1415

surements, a hodoscope to distinguish electrons from1416

photons, and a tracker to precisely measure the elec-1417

tron scattering plane, was designed to be permanently1418

installed in CLAS12 as an integral part of the beam-1419

line. After extensive simulation and detector prototyp-1420

ing studies, the three Forward Tagger detectors were as-1421

sembled and tested separately prior to integration and1422

installation in CLAS12. Upon installation, the full sys-1423

tem was commissioned first with cosmic ray data tak-1424

ing and then with beam during the CLAS12 engineer-1425

ing run. These studies enabled us to optimize the de-1426

tector configuration and to consolidate the calibration1427

procedures for all system components before the start1428

of physics experiments with CLAS12.1429

The system response has been studied based on dif-1430

ferent physics reactions to determine acceptance, en-1431

ergy and timing resolution, and trigger performance.1432

While further improvements are expected based on re-1433

finements of the calibration procedures and reconstruc-1434

tion algorithms, the Forward Tagger performance is1435

qualitatively in agreement with the system design spec-1436

ifications, enabling the physics program for which this1437

detector system was designed.1438
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